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Abstract Our knowledge of the origin of Love waves in the ambient seismic noise is extremely limited.
This applies in particular to constraints on source locations and source mechanisms for Love waves in the
secondary microseism. Here three-component beamforming is used to distinguish between the diﬀerently
polarized wave types in the primary and secondary microseismic noise ﬁelds, recorded at several arrays
across Europe. We compare characteristics of Love and Rayleigh wave noise, such as source directions
and frequency content, measure Love to Rayleigh wave ratios for diﬀerent back azimuths, and look at the
seasonal behavior of our measurements by using a full year of data in 2013. The beamforming results
conﬁrm previous observations that back azimuths for Rayleigh and Love waves in both microseismic bands
mainly coincide. However, we observe diﬀerences in relative directional noise strength between both wave
types for the primary microseism. At those frequencies, Love waves dominate on average, with kinetic
Love-to-Rayleigh energy ratios ranging from 0.6 to 2.0. In the secondary microseism, the ratios are lower,
between 0.4 and 1.2. The wave type ratio is directionally homogeneous, except for locations far from the
coast. In the primary microseism, our results support the existence of diﬀerent generation mechanisms.
The contribution of a shear traction-type source mechanism is likely.

1. Introduction
Ocean microseisms are the continuous seismic background oscillations, which result from the interaction
between the atmosphere, the ocean waves, and the solid earth. Two distinct peaks are globally observed in
the microseism spectra, which diﬀer in frequency and amplitude. The weaker single-frequency peak, centered
around 14 s, is known as primary microseism peak and results from a direct interaction between ocean gravity
waves with the seaﬂoor in shallow water [Hasselmann, 1963]. The more energetic secondary microseism peak,
which appears at about twice the primary microseism frequency (7 s), arises from pressure oscillations at the
sea surface caused by interaction of opposing gravity waves [e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1950; Hasselmann, 1963].
Already at the beginning of the twentieth century, interest in the origin of microseismic noise resulted in a
signiﬁcant number of studies [e.g., Wiechert, 1904; Gutenberg, 1911]. After the causal link of microseisms to
ocean wave conditions had been established, the potential of monitoring, e.g., storm systems, was realized
immediately and was continuously pursued by many authors [e.g., Deacon, 1947; Iyer, 1958; Davy et al., 2014].
For an extensive overview of the history of microseismic noise studies, we refer to Ebeling [2012].
Through the use of ambient noise correlations, this microseismic noise has become an important signal source for tomography [e.g., Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Sabra et al., 2005] and monitoring purposes
[e.g., Sens-Schönfelder and Wegler, 2006; Brenguier et al., 2008]. Most studies that cross correlate ambient noise aim to obtain signals similar to the Green’s function. In order for the equivalence to hold, one
must start from the assumption that the ambient noise ﬁeld is azimuthally isotropic and stable over time
[e.g., Sanchez-Sesma and Campillo, 2006]. In practice, however, many studies use the noise in the primary
and secondary ocean-generated microseismic frequency bands. Oceanic noise sources are localized and not
uniformly distributed, which in some cases can lead to a bias in measurements based on ambient noise correlations [e.g., Tsai, 2009; Weaver et al., 2009]. Therefore, a better understanding of the microseism noise ﬁeld
characteristics is desirable to further improve ambient noise applications.
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The ocean-generated microseisms consist mostly of surface waves, as well as a smaller amount of body waves
[e.g., Toksöz and Lacoss, 1968; Gerstoft et al., 2008; Koper et al., 2010; Gualtieri et al., 2014]. Fundamental mode
Rayleigh waves are found to dominate microseismic noise in most places. However, the excitation of diﬀerent
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modes is dependent on water depths [Longuet-Higgins, 1950; Gualtieri et al., 2013] and higher mode surface
waves have been observed onshore in some regions [e.g., Brooks et al., 2009; Kimman et al., 2012].
Nevertheless, considerable amounts of Love waves were already reported early on in microseism noise
research [e.g., Darbyshire and Iyer, 1958; Haubrich and McCamy, 1969; Rind and Donn, 1979]. Since then, the
interest in using and studying them has decreased. Hence, our knowledge about common and diﬀerent origins of Love and Rayleigh waves in the microseism band is still limited. This applies in particular to constraints
on source locations and generation mechanisms of Love waves, especially in the secondary microseism band.
Many recent studies concentrate on Rayleigh waves and P waves by focusing on the vertical component of
noise. The generation mechanism of the Rayleigh and body waves in the secondary microseism band is well
described by the theory of Longuet-Higgins [1950] and later Hasselmann [1963]. Their theory has since been
conﬁrmed in several studies by observations [e.g., Kedar et al., 2008] and simulations [e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2011;
Gualtieri et al., 2013].
For the secondary microseisms, no direct generation mechanism of Love waves from ocean waves is presently
known. Indirect generation has been proposed, such as conversion from Rayleigh waves on the propagation
path between source region and the point of observation [e.g., Toksöz and Lacoss, 1968]. In the case of the
primary microseisms, pressure forces over inclined bathymetry during shoaling [Hasselmann, 1963; Ardhuin
et al., 2011] and shear traction [Nishida et al., 2008; Saito, 2010; Fukao et al., 2010; Friedrich et al., 1998] were
found to be the most plausible mechanism to generate Love wave simultaneously with Rayleigh waves in
shallow water.
Already in early noise studies, the observation was made that the amount of Love wave noise found can vary
considerably depending on the geographical location and direction of propagation [Rind and Donn, 1979].
In several studies, Love waves in the primary and secondary microseism bands were observed to propagate
mainly from similar directions as Rayleigh waves [Haubrich and McCamy, 1969; Nishida et al., 2008] and with a
comparable frequency content [Haubrich and McCamy, 1969]. However, studying the noise waveﬁeld around
New Zealand, Behr et al. [2013] observed similar source directions in the secondary but diﬀerent source
directions in the primary microseism band.
Considering the ratio of Love to Rayleigh waves present in ambient seismic noise is one way to quantify the
relative content of both surface wave types. Such a measurement simultaneously carries information about
the initially generated wave type content by the source mechanism, as well as any modiﬁcations due to propagation eﬀects. For example, Rind and Donn [1979] state that geologic heterogeneities along the propagation
path likely aﬀect the observed Love to Rayleigh wave ratio, by altering amplitudes of Love waves diﬀerently
than those of Rayleigh waves. However, the relative amount of the wave types generated directly by a noise
source will also strongly aﬀect the observed Love to Rayleigh wave ratio.
Recent studies have aimed to quantify the Love wave content more precisely by considering the energy ratio
of Love and Rayleigh waves present. They found a signiﬁcant contribution of Love wave noise exceeding the
Rayleigh wave content in the primary but not in the secondary microseism band [e.g., Friedrich et al., 1998;
Nishida et al., 2008] although Tanimoto [2013] found comparable levels of both wave types.
Here we study the directional, seasonal, and spectral dependence of the Love wave noise content in the
primary and secondary microseism bands across Europe in detail and compare these observations to Rayleigh
waves. We further measure Love to Rayleigh amplitude and kinetic energy ratios and report on their dependence on direction and time. In this study, we use several arrays to be able to observe also potential local
variations of these properties.

2. Data and Array Processing
In order to analyze the Rayleigh and Love wave content in the primary and secondary microseism bands, we
used the available seismic data from eight seismic station sets distributed around Europe during the year 2013.
The array locations and geometries are displayed in Figure 1. Data from the permanent three-component
arrays Gräfenberg (GRF) and Norsar (NOA), as well as from four station sets of suitable geometries from
the European network (CH, IT, NICE, and THU), were retrieved from public data centers. Additionally, two
nonpublic arrays were used, the Donegal array (IRE, from the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, DIAS)
and the Morocco Münster array (MM, described by Spieker et al. [2014]). Due to the array dimensions, the IRE
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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Figure 1. Center locations (triangles in map) and geometries of arrays used in this study.

network is mainly suitable for the shorter-period range of this study. For the MM network, data in 2013 were
available from January to the beginning of April. The dimensions of this array suit the longer-period range
better.
For the analysis of microseisms in 2013, the data were corrected for instrument response, band-pass ﬁltered
between 0.25 Hz and 0.04 Hz and downsampled to 1 Hz. The three-component velocity seismograms were
split into nonoverlapping time segments of 1024 s using a Tukey window. The inﬂuence of earthquakes was
reduced by the applications of a Short Time Average over Long Time Average (STA/LTA) ﬁlter, discarding time
segments for which the vertical component data had a higher average power than twice the day average. For
these processing steps we made use of the ObsPy toolbox [Beyreuther et al., 2010]. We use a three-component
beamforming method [Esmersoy et al., 1985] in the frequency domain to distinguish diﬀerently polarized
waves and to obtain estimates of the beam power, back azimuth, and slowness of incoming coherent signals
in the ambient noise ﬁeld. The three-component formulation was described in detail by Riahi et al. [2013] and
is analogous to single-component beamforming. The beamforming approach is brieﬂy summarized here.
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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For a N station array, the three-component, classical plane wave frequency wave number beam power
estimate as a function of polarization 𝜌, frequency f , back azimuth 𝜃 , and slowness u can be written as
(
)
(
)
(
)
1
P f , 𝜃, u, 𝜌 = 2 w∗3N f , 𝜃, u, 𝜌 R3N (f )w3N f , 𝜃, u, 𝜌 ,
N

(1)

where R3N (f ) represents the temporally averaged cross-covariance matrix of the three-component data
Fourier transforms; here ∗ indicates the conjugate transpose operator. The weight vector is given by
]T
[
w3N = px e1 , … , px eN ; py e1 , … , py eN ; pz e1 , … , pz eN .

(2)

It contains the phase delays for each sensor due to wave propagation in the N component vector eN and
the amplitude factors and phase delays for each component due to the polarization in the three-component
vector pxyz . The cross-covariance matrix is temporally averaged over four consecutive time windows, giving
approximately hourly beam power estimates. Fundamental mode Rayleigh waves are assumed to be retrograde polarized, with varying ellipticity angle. Love waves are assumed to be purely transversally polarized.
For both Rayleigh- and Love-type polarizations, we search through a parameter space of slowness in 0.02 s/km
steps and back azimuth in 2∘ steps. For Rayleigh waves we additionally test for the ellipticity angle in steps
)
(
of 10∘ . The beamformer response represents the beam power estimate as P f , 𝜃, u, 𝜌L of the transversal
)
(
component T 2 for Love waves and P f , 𝜃, u, 𝜌R of the vertical and radial components R2z + R2r for Rayleigh
waves.

3. Method Performance and Resolution
Since the availability of individual stations varies throughout the measurement period (i.e., data gaps for
certain stations), the array geometry changes accordingly over time. The array transfer function is dependent
on the array geometry; hence, it ﬂuctuates with station number. Further, the array transfer function indicates
the resolution capability of an array and potential risk of wrongly determined signal parameters due to side
lobes. To maintain both a stable array transfer function and a good temporal observation coverage, we deﬁned
a threshold number for each array, above which the beamforming result is included. A table, detailing the
threshold, the maximum, and the average station number per array, is provided as supporting information S1.
For each array we analyzed the availability of individual stations throughout the year. The operational duration
for each station conﬁguration above the threshold number was determined. Figure 2a shows the array transfer
functions for an incoming plane wave with zero slowness at a period of 8 s, using the array conﬁgurations
with maximum operational duration in the analysis above, i.e., conﬁgurations which were most frequently
available.
In the usual case for microseisms, the presence of multiple signals, the propagation parameters, and beam
power of the signals were shown to be practically retrievable if the number of stations in an array is large
enough and if the signal propagation parameters are not too closely related (for more details, see, e.g., Poggi
and Fäh [2010]). Due to the diﬀerent array geometries, the beamformer capability to separate coexisting
signals varies with the arrays used here. We use a synthetic data set to test the capability of the threecomponent beamforming algorithm to distinguish between Love and Rayleigh waves for the diﬀerent arrays
used here. Moreover, we investigate to what extent the relative signal strength for each wave type is recovered
in the presence of additive unpolarized noise. The synthetic three-component data consist of the superposition of a retrograde polarized Rayleigh wave, a transversally polarized Love wave, and unpolarized additive
noise in the time domain. We use single-period signals and set the total data length to 3 times the synthetic
signal period considered (e.g., at a signal period of 8 s). The surface wave signals are plane waves of uniform
amplitude. The phases between the wave types are uncorrelated. Two unpolarized noise signals with random
values for slowness, direction, and initial phase from a Gaussian distribution and a total amplitude of either
0.5 or 1.0 were equally distributed over the three components. For each test, 60 realizations of the synthetic
data set were calculated.
Figure 2b shows the performance test for the array geometries of GRF and IRE at a period of 8 s. For each
wave type, the mean of the 60 individual beamformer outputs is plotted, along with the distributions of the
Love to Rayleigh wave ratios. We consider two cases: when the Rayleigh and Love waves are coming from
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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Figure 2. (a) Slowness versus back azimuth (clockwise) representations of the response functions of the arrays used at a period of 8 s. (b) Beamformer
performance test for the array geometry of GRF and IRE with a synthetic data set at 0.125 Hz. Data consist of one Love and one Rayleigh wave polarized plane
wave of uniform amplitude from (top) diﬀerent source directions and (bottom) same source direction and two additive uncorrelated noise signals with a total
amplitude of A = 1.0. The polar graphs show the average beam power output for each wave type. Labels above indicate back azimuth and slowness of synthetic
signals. The histograms show the spread of the wave type beam power ratio for single time windows (black thick bars) and for averaging over four consecutive
time windows (red thin bars). A back azimuth of 180∘ is marked by a red dash.

the same direction and when the wave types’ angles of approach are perpendicular to each other. For both
additive noise level amplitudes, the correct back azimuth and slowness values are obtained. The wave type
ratios are distributed around the correct ratio of 1.0 but may be spread out considerably for the higher noise
level case. Averaging the cross-covariance matrix over four time windows before beamforming, as applied in
our data analysis, decreases the spread considerably. Since we are interested in average properties here, the
three-component beamforming analysis should recover a satisfactory approximation of the average wave
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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Figure 3. (a) Slowness versus back azimuth representations of beamforming results for Rayleigh and Love waves at NICE, GRF, and THU. (b) Examples of
frequency-dependent slowness at the corresponding arrays.

type ratio, when considering only the strongest signals observed. We further tested the wave type ratio recovery in the synthetic test using the minimal number of station conﬁgurations. Also in this case, the expected
ratio could still be retrieved on average (cf. Figure S2 in the supporting information).
In order to minimize the number of misdetections, we discard beamforming results that do not match the
expected surface wave phase velocity range. Therefore, we determine average local dispersion curves for
s
Love and Rayleigh waves at each array by performing beamforming for a ﬁner slowness spacing (0.005 km
)
over a few months. Figure 3a shows examples of self-normalized yearly median beam power spectral density
over back azimuth and slowness, determined at periods of 7 and 14 s. For the three arrays shown here, the
directions of approach of Love waves correspond to distinct back azimuths which are often similar to those of
Rayleigh waves. However, the relative wave type strength varies for diﬀerent source directions, which is especially obvious for the THU array at a period of 14 s and the GRF array at a period of 7 s. For each time window
and each frequency, the slowness corresponding to the maximum of the beamformer power is selected. The
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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slowness picks, summed over the course of up to 3 months, are normalized, and three examples are plotted
in Figure 3b. We aim to restrict our analysis to fundamental mode surface waves. However, the dispersion
plots for the GRF array and especially the Love wave result for the THU array indicate a frequent occurrence
of signals of higher phase velocity than the emerging fundamental mode branch. Those were hence muted
for the purpose of our analysis. The dispersion curves are then retrieved as a smoothed version of the mean
slowness at each frequency u(f ). We also determine the standard deviation 𝜎u (f ) of the slowness distribution
at each frequency. In the remainder of this analysis, we reject beamformer results outside the slowness range
u(f ) ± 𝜎u (f ) to improve the separation between random and polarized noise and to conﬁne our analysis to
fundamental mode observations.

4. Signal Source Directionality
We use the outlined beamforming method to decompose the ambient noise ﬁeld into Love and Rayleigh
wave polarized signals. We are interested in spatial and directional characteristics of the surface wave noise
composition. For each time segment and frequency bin we determine the back azimuth corresponding to the
maximum beam power of Love and Rayleigh wave polarized signals, respectively, which fulﬁll the slowness
range criteria. A number count histogram of the entire year results is collected with azimuthal bins of 6∘ .
Figure 4 shows the radial histogram plot of the dominant surface wave type observations over back azimuth
for all array sites, averaged over the primary (13–15 s) (a) and the secondary (5–7 s) (b) microseism peaks. The
radial axis shows normalized counts per direction within back azimuth bins of 6∘ .
The primary microseism Rayleigh wave noise in Europe most frequently originates from northern and
northwestern back azimuths, pointing toward the coast of Norway and the British Isles. Both of these regions
are well known to be the origin of some of the stronger microseismic signals in Europe [e.g., Friedrich et al.,
1998]. This correlates well with average ocean wave parameters in 2013. As shown in the inset of Figure 4a, the
western European coasts are exposed to high average ocean wave heights. In comparison to Rayleigh waves,
dominant Love wave noise contributions from the north are even more frequent. Toward the southern array
sites, contributions from the Atlantic coast and British Isles region more equally dominate for both wave types.
At the NOA array, which is located nearby the Norwegian source regions, preferred source directions of Love
and Rayleigh waves diﬀer clearly. The North African array MM shows a comparable pronounced diﬀerence
between both wave types. Rayleigh waves are mainly observed from the coast directly to the northwest, while
Love waves originate from more northern and southwestern back azimuths. Generally, the directional spread
in the Love wave back azimuths is smaller than for Rayleigh waves.
In the secondary microseism band, Rayleigh wave observations outnumber the occurrence of coherent Love
wave observations. The most frequent dominant noise contribution for Rayleigh waves corresponds to back
azimuths pointing toward the North Atlantic, the British Isles region, and oﬀshore Norway. This is in agreement with observations by, e.g., Friedrich et al. [1998], Essen et al. [2003], Kimman et al. [2012], and Kedar et al.
[2008], who ﬁnd strong microseismic Rayleigh waves from the same regions. Furthermore, these observations
correlate with the locations of high average wave-wave interaction induced secondary surface pressure in
2013 (inset of Figure 4b).
The directions of approach of dominant Love waves correspond to distinct back azimuths, which are similar
to those of Rayleigh waves. However, at central European sites the relative occurrence frequency for particular
source directions diﬀers between Love and Rayleigh waves. At GRF, THU, CH, and NICE, the most frequent dominant Love wave contributions are commonly observed from northwestern back azimuths, in the direction
of the British Isles and the North Atlantic, while contributions from the remaining back azimuths are weaker
on average. The occurrence of Love waves seems to always be accompanied by Rayleigh waves from similar
directions. On the other hand, back azimuths exist from which Rayleigh wave occurrence dominates, without
clear Love waves from the same direction. This means that the observation of Love wave signals which
unambiguously meet our detection criteria is less frequent; i.e., if present, they may be unresolvable for our
beamformer due to background noise. For Love waves, the range of source directions is generally broader
compared to Rayleigh waves. Since average ocean wave periods in the Mediterranean Sea are relatively short,
in addition to the secondary microseism, we expect to also observe microseisms generated by primary source
mechanisms for periods of 5–8 s at, e.g., the Italian array (IT).
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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Figure 4. Yearly wave type source direction counts in 2013 at diﬀerent array sites around the (a) primary (13–15 s) and (b) secondary (6–8 s) microseism peaks
(per array, same scale for each wave type). For the period range considered, intermediate water depths (hw ) are indicated by colored contour levels in the map.
Yearly averaged wave type coherence over back azimuth and frequency for (c) the primary and (d) the secondary microseism range in 2013. Figure 4a inset
shows average signiﬁcant wave height and most frequent mean ocean wave directions in 2013. The color scale ranges from 0 to 4 m. Figure 4b inset shows
average wave-wave interaction induced surface pressure in 2013 as provided by Ardhuin et al. [2011]. The color scale ranges from 0 to 108 Pa2 m2 s.
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Figure 5. Frequency-dependent signal back azimuths (color scale) of both wave types from February to March 2013, comparison of measurements at the arrays
(a) GRF and (b) IRE. White areas correspond to periods of missing or rejected data. Black rectangles indicate the observation discussed in section 4.

For a comparison between source directions of both wave types across the whole frequency range of interest
we look at the temporally averaged wave type coherence within the expected surface wave velocity range in
dependence on back azimuth and frequency as depicted for the arrays IRE, GRF, and NICE in Figures 4c and 4d.
Here the coherence for Love waves is given by the ratio between the beam power and the horizontal component power (X 2 + Y 2 ) averaged over all array stations, respectively, for Rayleigh waves as ratio between beam
power and three-component power (X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 ) averaged over all array stations. In both microseism bands
the source directions of persistent wave type signals agree well across the whole frequency range analyzed.
A more detailed comparison of the time-dependent behavior of Love and Rayleigh waves is given in Figure 5,
which shows the frequency-dependent dominant signal back azimuths (color scale) of each wave type over
a period of 2 months, from February to March 2013. Shown are the observations for the arrays in Ireland (IRE)
and in central Europe (GRF). White gaps indicate periods of rejected or missing data. When visually comparing
the two plots in Figure 5a, we ﬁnd a high similarity of temporal and spectral variations between Rayleigh
and Love wave source directions in the primary microseism range at GRF (approximately 8–20 s). Frequently,
both wave types are jointly observed from northern (red colors) and western to northwestern back azimuths
(blue and pink colors).
In the secondary microseism range (below approximately 8 s) dominant signal back azimuths for both wave
types at IRE show strong similarities (cf. Figure 5b). At the GRF array, which is located farther away from strong
secondary noise sources, diﬀerences in dominant source directions are visible. For instance, during coherent
Rayleigh wave noise observations from northern back azimuths, the Love wave noise is rarely dominated by
signals from corresponding directions (areas in plot indicated by black rectangles in Figure 5a).

5. Wave Type Ratio Directionality
The diﬀerences in source directionality between dominant signals of both wave types indicate that the Love
to Rayleigh wave ratio must also be directionally heterogeneous. In order to investigate the directional dependence of the Love to Rayleigh wave ratio in detail, we determine beam power ratios for speciﬁc source
directions. We select directions for which the strongest signal of both wave types is observed simultaneously
(time segment of approximately 1 h) from a common source back azimuth range of 20∘ . For signals meeting
those criteria, we calculate the wave type ratio using the maximum beam power of both wave types and allocate it to the mean back azimuth of both. Possible propagation path deviations and travel time diﬀerences
from the source are assumed to be accounted for by the chosen time and back azimuth range.
JURETZEK AND HADZIIOANNOU
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Figure 6. Direction-dependent average summer (April–September, circles) and winter (October–March, crosses) Love/Rayleigh wave kinetic energy density
ratios for (a) the primary (13–15 s) and (b) the secondary (6–8 s) microseism peak. The gray symbols show ratio uncertainty ranges corresponding to velocity
structure deviations according to the dispersion curve standard deviation range.

Since the beam power ratio corresponds to a measure of surface amplitudes, the ratio determined in this way
is aﬀected by the local subsurface structure. Since the subsurface structure varies from array to array, a direct
comparison between beam power ratios at the diﬀerent sites is inaccurate. In a second step, we therefore
estimate the ratio between Love wave and Rayleigh wave kinetic energy densities (EL and ER , respectively)
[e.g., Harkrider and Anderson, 1966] under consideration of the local structure at the array sites.
Here at each frequency the kinetic energy density ratio is given by
)−1
( ′
z′
z
)
(
2
2
2
EL ∕ER =
𝜌T(z) dz
𝜌 Rz (z) + Rr (z) dz
.
∫0
∫0

(3)

The eigenfunctions for the local velocity structure are denoted by T(z) for Love waves and Rz (z) and Rr (z) for
vertical and radial Rayleigh wave displacements, respectively, and were calculated with the software package
by Herrmann [2013]. They are scaled such that their ratio at the surface corresponds to the measured wave
type ratio.
A comparison of our dispersion curve measurements and theoretical dispersion curves from the reference
velocity model CRUST1.0 [Laske et al., 2013] at grid points near our array centers shows deviations that are not
negligible especially for periods below 10 s. We retain the P wave velocity proﬁle, the density proﬁle, and the
layer geometry from the CRUST1.0 model. For Rayleigh and Love waves separately, we use our corresponding
fundamental mode dispersion curve measurements to invert for the anisotropic S wave velocity in the shallow
crust using geopsy [Wathelet, 2008]. Since the kinetic energy density ratios are sensitive to variations in the
assumed velocity structure, we analyze the changes in the velocity proﬁles due to changes in the dispersion
curve measurements. Therefore, we also determined the S wave velocity proﬁles at both uncertainty limits of
the considered dispersion curve slowness range u ± 𝜎u .
Figure 6 shows the resulting direction-dependent kinetic energy density ratios and their uncertainty ranges
in gray, smoothed with a moving back azimuth window of 30∘ for the primary (13–15 s) (a) and secondary
(6–8 s) (b) microseism peaks.
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Figure 7. Seasonal variation at GRF of the (a) array averaged vertical component power spectral density, (b) array averaged horizontal/vertical components
power spectral density ratio, and (c) Love/Rayleigh wave beam power spectral density ratio. (d) Short-term comparison of Love/Rayleigh wave beam power
spectral density ratio (top) and corresponding source directions of Rayleigh waves (bottom). (e) Directionally averaged beam power spectral density ratio
variation for diﬀerent months, corresponding to diﬀerent source directions being active (polar plots, right-hand panel).

In the primary microseism band, most arrays show a pronounced directional variation of the wave type ratio.
For the central European arrays (CH, GRF, IT, NICE, and THU), the largest ratios are commonly found for northern
and southwestern back azimuths. At NOA, the azimuthal heterogeneity is most prominent. In almost all cases,
Love waves dominate with ratios larger than 1 on average.
Secondary microseism ratios show less directional dependence at most array sites. However, at central
European arrays (THU, GRF, and CH) the ratio peaks toward northwestern back azimuths, corresponding to
the directions of highest noise occurrence in Figure 4b. Kinetic energy ratios in the secondary microseism
vary with array site and direction between about 0.4 and 1.2. At both microseism peaks, the wave type ratio
direction pattern remains considerably stable between the summer and winter periods.

6. Seasonality
Figure 7a shows a full year spectrogram of the vertical component seismograms averaged over the array
GRF. The higher amplitudes in the secondary and lower amplitudes in the primary microseism are apparent.
Moreover, the well-known seasonal variations in noise amplitudes in both microseism bands are clearly
present [Stutzmann et al., 2009]. In comparison, Figures 7b and 7c show the spectrograms of the ratio between
array averaged horizontal to vertical component seismograms (H/V) and of the ratio between maximum Love
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to Rayleigh wave beam power (L/R) at GRF, respectively. White lines in Figures 7a–7c mark discarded periods
either due to the minimum number of station criterion as explained in section 3 or due to the STA/LTA rejection criterion as explained in section 2. In Figure 7c, white gaps further correspond to frequencies at which
beamforming results were rejected due to the slowness range criterion as given in section 3.
On a seasonal scale, we observe a decrease of the H/V ratio (Figure 7b, darker colors) in the secondary microseism band during Northern Hemisphere summer months. This decrease in H/V ratio does most likely not
correspond to a seasonal variation in ratio of coherent Love and Rayleigh wave noise as we do not observe
a signiﬁcant simultaneous alteration in Figure 7c. By analyzing the P wave beamform results (see Figure S3
provided in the supporting information), we notice an increase in P wave noise levels arriving from southern
back azimuths during summer, contributing to the vertical power spectrum. Such P waves could be likely
attributed to strong distant storms, as observed by, e.g., Gerstoft et al. [2008] and Zhang et al. [2010]. The
observation would also be in agreement with the expected dominance of P wave noise over Rayleigh wave
noise with increasing distance due to lower attenuation at secondary microseism frequencies, as observed by
Landès et al. [2010] and expected from modeling results [Ardhuin and Herbers, 2013]. Therefore, we attribute
the variation in Figure 7b to the relative increase in P wave noise compared to Rayleigh wave noise. However,
Tanimoto et al. [2006] also showed the possible relation between seasonal H/V ratio variations and diﬀerences
in the modal content connected to seasonally changing source region depths. As our analysis is limited to
coherent signal observations of the fundamental mode surface waves, a potential relative variation in modal
content or incoherent (weak) signal ratio cannot be resolved.
As the zoom into the wave type ratio shows (Figure 7d), a variation in ratio on short time scales (hours/days) is
clearly visible and correlates well with noise arrivals from varying back azimuths. When considering directionally averaged wave type ratios of simultaneously observed wave types, as in Figure 7e for 1 month periods in
spring and autumn, we observe a variation in wave type ratio with time. We also plot the corresponding source
direction occurrence of both wave types during the same time periods. We notice clear temporal variations
in relative contributions from diﬀerent source areas in both microseism bands. As we observed a temporally
stable azimuthal wave type ratio pattern in Figure 6, the directionally averaged wave type ratio variations can
be attributed to a varying contribution of source areas with time.
The most pronounced spectral attribute in Figures 7c and 7e is the distinct step in ratio between the primary
to secondary microseism frequencies around 0.1 Hz. This was also observed by others [Nishida et al., 2008;
Friedrich et al., 1998] and clearly hints at diﬀerent capabilities of the source mechanisms to generate Love
waves in the primary and secondary microseism bands.

7. Discussion
7.1. Primary Microseisms
The analysis of the average properties of surface waves in the microseismic noise ﬁeld once more showed
the diﬀerent proportions of Love waves in the primary and secondary microseism bands. For the primary
microseism band, the main ﬁndings can be summarized as follows.
1. Love waves were found to dominate the coherent noise ﬁeld on average.
2. Further, common noise source directions were observed on average for both wave types, but with clearly
diﬀerent relative occurrence frequency (Figure 4a).
3. The diﬀerence in directivity of the wave type strength is also supported by the observed directional
dependence of Love to Rayleigh wave ratios (Figure 6a).
4. The directional pattern of the wave type ratio exhibited low seasonal variations.
While local crustal heterogeneity and anisotropy could also cause directional ratio variations, the stability
of the directional pattern across Europe and the magnitude of the ratio variability makes a dominance of
these contributions unlikely. Therefore, the cause of the directional ratio pattern is likely related to the source
mechanism.
The primary microseism is commonly believed to be generated in shallow water at water depths (hw ) of much
less than the ocean wave wavelength (𝜆w ), e.g., 2𝜋hw ∕𝜆w ≪1 [Hasselmann, 1963]. At the primary peak, this
would mainly correspond to the region within the shallowest depth contour in Figures 4 and 6.
Two source mechanism types are proposed to explain horizontal component seismic noise generation. Ocean
gravity waves in shallow water could generate shear tractions either (1) directly, due to friction between the
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ocean wave particle motion and the seaﬂoor [Friedrich et al., 1998] or as the water propagates over seaﬂoor
topography as described in Saito [2010] and Fukao et al. [2010], or (2) indirectly, as the water propagates over
inclined topography, pressure sources generated during shoaling also lead to a horizontal force component
proportional to the seaﬂoor slope [e.g., Hasselmann, 1963; Ardhuin and Herbers, 2013]. This mechanism was
shown to be capable of describing observed noise levels of the vertical hum [Ardhuin et al., 2015].
Individually occurring, these source mechanisms would generate both Rayleigh and Love waves at approximately the same location. We would therefore expect to observe both wave types from similar directions
in general. However, the relative amount of Love or Rayleigh waves generated would be diﬀerent for each
mechanism: the ﬁrst type would be expected to generate more Love waves than the second. This means that
the observed wave type ratio could depend on source mechanism. Moreover, the radiation pattern of each
wave type will be diﬀerent: given that water waves propagating perpendicularly toward the coast, Rayleigh
waves radiate either symmetrically or most strongly toward onshore, while Love waves radiate alongshore
[e.g., Friedrich et al., 1998; Ardhuin et al., 2015]. Therefore, the wave type ratio observed at a certain position
also depends on the respective radiation pattern, and an observation of high-amplitude Love waves noise is
more dependent on an appropriate array position.
In general, at all array locations, we observe high portions of Love waves, with similar average source directions as the Rayleigh waves. This strongly supports the hypothesis of a signiﬁcant contribution by excitation
mechanisms that primarily induce a horizontal force, e.g., a shear traction source type. Mainly coinciding
source directions and a dominance of Love waves were also observed for Japan by Nishida et al. [2008], who
suggested a shear traction as the common source of primary microseisms.
Friedrich et al. [1998] stated that the primary microseisms are likely generated by multiple source mechanisms
simultaneously, which dominate in slightly diﬀerent areas. Hence, source directions can be expected to agree,
in general, but deviate in detail. This is supported by our observations at several arrays, as well as by Friedrich
et al. [1998], where the azimuthal range of incident noise directions appeared to be broader for Rayleigh waves
than for Love waves (Figure 4a). In a diﬀerent study, Matsuzawa et al. [2012] observed moderately diﬀering
source directions for both wave types when tracking a strong storm near the Norwegian coast. The authors
conclude that the wave types are generated by diﬀerent source mechanisms, at similar but not identical
locations. Pronounced diﬀerences in most frequent source directions for both wave types were reported
for New Zealand by Behr et al. [2013], who also suggested diﬀerent generation areas for the wave types.
However, concerning the diﬀerences in source directions in all studies, this observation could also partly
reﬂect the eﬀect of the diﬀerent radiation patterns, as described above.
When looking at directionally averaged wave type ratios of the strongest noise signals, we observed a
temporal variation, which could be attributed to varying importance of diﬀerent source areas due to seasonal variations in swell (Figure 7). The strongest seasonal ratio variations were observed at CH and GRF for
southwestern directions (Figure 6a). During spring, ocean swell frequently propagated southward onto the
north coast of Spain, causing a large number of high Love to Rayleigh wave ratio observations at these arrays.
The generally seasonally stable azimuthal ratio pattern suggests that the proportions of the wave types are
largely independent of the seasonally varying wave height levels.
A more quantitative estimation of theoretical wave type ratios would be needed to resolve the relative importance of each individual source mechanism. One must keep in mind that a simultaneous acting of several
generation mechanisms and the inﬂuence of the propagation path should be taken into account.
7.2. Secondary Microseisms
For the secondary microseism band, the main ﬁndings can be summarized as follows.
1. Rayleigh waves were found to dominate the coherent noise ﬁeld on average.
2. The wave type ratio shows little directional dependence.
3. The directional pattern of the wave type ratio exhibited low seasonal variations.
4. An increase in Love to Rayleigh wave ratio was found for speciﬁc source directions in central Europe.
The seismic velocity models used for kinetic energy density calculations are less well constrained at shallow
depths. Therefore, the uncertainty on the exact ratio levels is higher at secondary microseism periods than for
the primary microseism range. At most sites, wave type ratios generally show little azimuthal dependence,
with the exception of array sites in central Europe (Figure 6b). These arrays exhibit an increase in Love to
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Rayleigh wave ratio for back azimuths that coincide with directions of noise observations which often have
higher phase velocities than the fundamental mode.
Dispersion curve results for the central European array THU indicate the presence of a higher Love wave mode
in the noise ﬁeld (see Figure 3). Resulting velocities ﬁt well to values of the ﬁrst higher mode from our local
velocity structure estimation, which was retrieved from the fundamental mode dispersion curve only. Figure 3
does not necessarily show higher modes of Rayleigh waves. Moreover, an examination of dispersion curves
from vertical and radial component beamformer results (not shown here) did not give a clear indication of
their presence. While higher phase velocities were measured at GRF (Figure 3), they appear to be scattered
and generally remained below the expected value of higher modes of either wave type.
The presence of higher mode surface waves in the microseismic noise ﬁeld has been observed previously.
For instance, Kimman et al. [2012] used an array in the Netherlands to detect fundamental and ﬁrst higher
mode Rayleigh waves in the secondary microseisms, with source directions pointing toward the northwest
(British Isles).
Although an eﬀort was made here to measure the ratio properties of the fundamental modes only, a possible
mixture of modes or diﬀerent signals with similar propagation parameters in the beamforming cannot be fully
excluded here.
Despite these uncertainties, coherent Rayleigh wave observations can be measured at all the array sites.
In some cases, the main Rayleigh wave directions are only weakly accompanied by coherent Love waves
(Figure 5). Whenever coherent Love wave source directions were detected, they were found to generally
coincide with those of Rayleigh waves (Figure 4b).
Still, in the secondary microseism band, the coherent noise ﬁeld is dominated by Rayleigh waves on average.
The amount of coherent Love wave measurements is clearly lower, yet considerable, with wave type energy
ratios ranging from about 0.4 to 1.2 (Figure 6b) within the range of uncertainty.
The clearly lower wave type ratios in the secondary microseism range, along with the lack of directional dependence in wave type ratio, especially observed near coasts, reﬂect the diﬀerence in relevant source mechanisms
compared to the primary microseism band. The dominance of Rayleigh waves in the coherent secondary
microseismic noise ﬁeld was also obtained by Friedrich et al. [1998] and Nishida et al. [2008]. Moreover, it is
in agreement with the commonly accepted pressure-type source mechanism of opposing ocean waves in
deep water (2𝜋hw ∕𝜆w ≫ 1), even if this mechanism does not explain any direct excitation of Love or SH waves
[e.g., Longuet-Higgins, 1950; Hasselmann, 1963; Ardhuin and Herbers, 2013].
Since the noise ﬁeld measured in central Europe has propagated across changing continental crust, an alternative explanation for the azimuthal Love to Rayleigh ratio variations could be wave type conversion along
the propagation path, e.g., at the continental margin [Gregersen and Alsop, 1976]. The structural properties
along the path can also inﬂuence the Love to Rayleigh wave ratio signiﬁcantly, by altering the amplitudes of
Love waves diﬀerently than those of Rayleigh waves or even inhibiting Love wave propagation [e.g., Rind and
Donn, 1979].
Similar to the primary microseism band, the azimuthal wave type ratio pattern does not exhibit much seasonal
variation (Figure 6), even for the central European arrays with azimuthal ratio variations. Since source regions
are not necessarily stationary throughout the year, this would suggest that the coherent wave type ratio does
not primarily depend on the location of the source but rather on permanent conditions between sources and
receivers. Another possibility would be that we are unable to measure ratio variations due to source location
changes since nearby source areas might dominate our results throughout the year.

8. Conclusion
We systematically compared Rayleigh and Love wave characteristics for 1 year of ocean microseisms across
Europe. We found relatively stable azimuthal patterns of the Love to Rayleigh wave ratio. The directional
dependence of the wave type ratio is stronger in the primary microseism band, where Love to Rayleigh wave
ratios vary between 0.6 and 2.0. The strong directional dependence is likely caused by the diﬀerent radiation
patterns of the wave types. The high relative Love wave content hints to the presence of source mechanisms
that generate strong horizontal forces.
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For the secondary microseism band we ﬁnd that the source directions for both wave types mainly coincide.
We observe little azimuthal dependence of the wave type ratio, with the exception of central European sites,
where it varies between 0.4 and 1.2. Temporal variations of the directionally averaged wave type ratio are
observed and correlate with changing contributions from diﬀerent source areas.
A better knowledge of the source regions and corresponding wave type ratios is desirable, in order to
understand the spatial and physical origin of Love waves.
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